MOERS OFFERS

more
Moers thrives on contrast
... and likes to top it!

Dear Visitor,

Do you feel the same – or are you visiting Moers for the first time? Our beautiful city on the Lower Rhine with its pleasant opposites offers much more than some people initially imagine:

- Historical flair and modern shopping pleasure
- International live experience and romance and relaxation
- Sports and leisure in beautiful natural surroundings and lively city life full of variety!

Visit us – alone, as a couple or with the whole family. You are always welcome here. Anyone who has visited Moers will think: “It’s lovely here” – and has by no means seen it all!

In keeping with our motto “Opposites attract” we would like to show you our entire range and even more – for a day, a week or gladly even longer. You will see: No other place in the region is as friendly and lively as here. Be inspired.

We look forward to seeing you!

The Romans, the Orange Order, the Spaniards, the French and the Prussians were here. And even the labour-filled era of the coal industry has left its traces. Moers has preserved this all as part of its history – and is newly revitalized. A wonderful result: a modern city with a lot of flair!

 FROM OLD TO NEW – MOERS STANDS OUT

Old Town – promenade with ambience

Enchanted corners, winding alleys and old buildings: The old town is well-known far beyond the city limits. The best way to experience its charm is on foot. Our tour begins at the Kastell (1), the town centre's largest square. Here you will find the Kreisständehaus (2), a Renaissance building dating back to 1898. Passing the Castle (3) on the left, we make our way to St. Josef catholic church (4) built in 1871. The Kindergarten (5) on the other side was built in 1778. Before a new church was built, this was in fact the first Catholic church in Moers.

We now walk back to the Schlosspark (6) (castle park), with its old and partly exotic trees and the historic ramparts. Designed in 1836 by horticultural director Maximilian Wehle in an English style, it is now considered to be one of the region's most beautiful landscape gardens – and part of the Strasse der Gartenkunst (Road of Garden Art). We leave the palace gardens north-east and arrive at Meerstrasse, where we turn left again. Here “Im Rosenthal”, the former New Town (7) begins. On the right hand side at the end of the street is a group of houses from the Orange Order period (8). The stepped gables of Number 61 / 63 originated in 1640. Number 22 / 24 on neighbouring Fieselstrasse is just as old. At the “Pumpeneck” (9), we continue to the right into Neustrasse, which opens onto Neumarkt (10) (new market) with the statue of Friedrich I. On the right is the Peschkenhaus (11), the city's oldest town house. Built at the end of the 15th century, it later became a town manor. Today it is a gallery for contemporary art displays showing rewarding, temporary exhibitions of national importance.

... and the best part: Even getting here is quick. Idyllic yet central, you will find us right on the border of the Ruhr area and Lower Rhine – and optimally connected every which way by A 40, A 42 and A 57. And we are also easily reached by bus, train and even airplane (Düsseldorf and Weeze). You can quickly reach Moers by car from locations such as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venlo</td>
<td>20 Min.</td>
<td>35 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Düsseldorf</td>
<td>30 Min.</td>
<td>25 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INFORMATION ABOUT ACCESSIBILITY

Moers has a heart for people with disabilities. A range of our tourist offerings and destinations – such as the recommended city tours or the castle – are designed to be completely or partly handicap accessible.

If you have any questions, please contact the addresses on pages 14 – 15. You will also find additional information about accessibility in our Guide for people with disabilities (in German).
The Baroque style is the present day cross Haagstrasse. House number 7 in Dutch through Burgstrasse to Kastell we again with urban redevelopment. On the way back lovingly reconstructed or rebuilt in line The houses here and on Pfefferstrasse were “pocket size” (in German).

“Old town rambles” also offers this tour in By the way: The lea are also worth seeing.

At the turn-off to Friedrichstrasse (14) is the Gänsebrunnen (15) (goose fountain).

The houses here and on Pfefferstrasse were lovingly reconstructed or rebuilt in line with urban redevelopment. On the way back through Burgstrasse to Kastell we again cross Haagstrasse. House number 7 in Dutch Baroque style is the present day County Court (16) – buildings number 24 and 26 (17) are also worth seeing.

By the way: The leaflet “Altstadt-Bummel” (Old town ramble) also offers this tour in “pocket size” (in German).

The Castle – Reflection of the past

At the entrance we are received by Orange Order Princess. Luise Henriette. The castle itself is essentially one of the few preserved ringfort complexes of the High Middle Ages. The original tower castle dating to around 1200 is the oldest building and landmark of Moers.

Living history can also be found in the inside: The Grafsschaften Museum provides visitors with lots of insight into the history of the castle and county. The Schloss-theater is a modern contrast. The smallest municipal theatre in Germany is nation-ally recognised for its performances. Revitalisation in Moers? What once was, is still is! Located in the Repelen district the more than 100 year old Jungbomark is popu-lar among those seeking rest and recrea-tion. Around 1900, this once independent municipality became recognised worldwide as a health resort, founded and operated by Emanuel Felke with his naturopathy procedures similar to those of Kneipp. This tradition has been revived: A former Felke hut was built from plans derived from the original huts to serve as a museum. The light-air hut, the clay minigs, the bare-foot path and other natural healing elements can be toured and tried out.

The Meerbecker mining town is a special part of the urban developmental history of Moers. After careful restoration, true to the original, it is nowadays one of the most beautiful and best preserved colonies of its type in Germany. Old witnesses of that time are also shining with new splendour in other areas. The centrepiece of the Industrial monument of Rheinpreussen coal mine is Shaft IV. The restored building and the characteris-tic A-frame shaft tower are unique center-pieces of this monument to labour.

Additional tips to experience more

Would you like a tour of the town? The special fyer “Stadtführungen” (in German) has many tips such as the family tour, Felke tour, Roman tour, cultural history tour, mining tour, etc.

Interested in religious history? Visit the Town-museum in one of Germany’s oldest churches – the Repelen village church. On a guided tour up to the belfry you will learn interesting facts about church life during medieval times and earlier.

…and another tip to pursue: Moers is part of the preserved 250 km long Orange Order Route. One of many highlights: our castle.

The Evangelische Stadtkirche (12) (Protes-tant parish church) opposite dates back to the 15th/16th century. Back in the pedestrian zone, Steinstrasse leads further into the old town. On the left, town houses from the 17th/18th century surround the Alttmarkt (13) (old market) with the Prussian monument. Here you will find many inviting pubs and restaurants – this is where people meet up in Moers. If you’re looking to take a break you can’t go wrong here. Then we continue past the pharmacies to Kirchstrasse. “Nösgen” house no. 38 was built in 1677. Today people can take delight in the classical plaster façade.

Pictursque all over: from the Kreisstindehaus to the catholic church, to the Gänsebrunnen (above), images of Steinstrasse (below)
To shopping fans and night owls Moers is the heart of the Lower Rhine. The mix of an appealing range of goods, historic setting, and inviting pubs and restaurants makes us unique. Where else in the region is it picturesque yet lively?

**Shopping paradise Moers**

Moers is a unique shopping destination in the region. Not only because of the size but also the mix of individual shops, attractive boutiques and special flair. Here you can stroll outdoors instead of jostling at the shopping centre – particularly in the old town, with its main artery “Steinstrasse” running through the town centre. At its end at Neumarkt is the largest and best-stocked supermarket and at the Kastell there is plenty to discover. Here you can find additional shops which make Moers special: owner-operated shops with new and second-hand designer clothing, distinct shoe fashion, unusual jewellery design, whiskey specialties and much more. The attractive offerings attract scores of visitors from the surrounding area and even cities nearby.

**Day and Night**

Lively yet relaxed: In the numerous good pubs, restaurants and cafés you can restore your energy, dine or meet up after a stroll. Whether it’s Altmarkts, Hanns Dieter Hüscher-Platz, the Kastell in the center of Moers – or a place in the suburbs: The old town may not be the longest bar in the world, but the prettiest. Even the clubs and discos offer music for everyone. The PM is also special as a place to be. The area’s largest discothèque is located in the restored Rheinpreussen coal mine!

**Additional tips to experience**

- You would like to experience more “Good things from the Lower Rhine”? This local farmers’ action alliance is a union for direct and regional marketing and, above all, a seal of quality.
- Just thinking about the Moers flea market makes the heart of every bargain hunter in the Lower Rhine beat a little bit faster! The event leaves the historical old town bursting at its seams on four Sundays during the year. Supply and demand are enormous. No surprise. Only private traders sell here!
- The weekly markets are a piece of Moers’ lifestyle. Merchants and farmers offer the best products for the kitchen and cellar, house and garden at district markets and every Tuesday and Friday morning in the town centre.
- Escapar is a gourmet experience of a different kind. This is the wrong region? False! Enjoy them at their best, scalloped, after a visit to the Grafshafener Weinbergschneckenzucht, the only vineyard snail farm far and wide.

**BROWSING FROM EXCLUSIVE TO AFFORDABLE**

**enjoy & experience more**

**FROM LOUD TO QUIET – AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN!**

**more culture & entertainment**

The people of Moers like to celebrate – and so the town offers visitors entertainment throughout the year: Music from classic to jazz, theatre from serious to grotesque, and much more, from reflective to tangible. Be inspired!

**Real highlights**

The best known event drawing thousands of visitors to Moers’ Schlosspark every year is the Moers Festival during Pentecost. What began almost 40 years ago as a free jazz festival is today one of the country’s most important jazz events. Hear jazz, soul, funk, as well as the entire range of experimental world music. The International Comedy Arts Festival presents itself with humour, from subtle to snappy. The summit of global humour is Germany’s oldest event for the art of humour – and one of the best known. In summer the Moers Kastellplatz turns into a huge stage for visual comedy, musical and stand-up comedy, street theatre, performance and artistry. A highlight in the truest sense of the word takes place in the theme park in autumn. Balloonists from all over Europe meet for the large Moerser Ballonfestival. The mystical nightglow is simply breathtaking. The Parkfestival is also full of atmosphere. Every other year the Moers Schlosspark is immersed in a colourful sea of lights at night. The music programme with big names in entertainment is an event for the entire family.

**Additional tips to experience**

- If you’re from Moers and not mad, chances are you probably are! Fools celebrating carnival should not miss the “wingless dragon” (crawling through town on Nellensamstag) “Carnation Saturday” – the Saturday directly preceding Shrove Tuesday)
- Partygoers look forward to the annual ENNI Night of the Bands. In many pubs people party till morning. The recipe for success: Sounds for every music taste!
- Live Music and Fringe can also regularly be enjoyed in Moers aside from the Moers Festival and International Comedy Arts Festival. The venues are Bollwerk 107, the Rheinpark arts centre and many other stages.
- The varied programme of the restored Martinstift promises a wealth of diversity. The site of the music school is a permanent address for town concerts – and venue for the internationally renowned Klavierfestival Ruhr! (Ruhr piano festival).
- The Freefall Festival, awarded the Deutscher Bürgerpreis (German Citizen Award) in 2012, has become an established attraction on the Moers event calendar. Themed “amontain & draußen” (“free & outdoors”) volunteer organisers offer young and up coming bands an ideal stage to present themselves to the public.

For an overview of events see page 15.
If you thought the Lower Rhine area is flat as a pancake, you’d be mistaken! In addition to romantic poplar avenues, coppiced willows and fen, Moers even offers hills – not real ones, but nevertheless ones of special recreational value.

The flat landscape, pierced by high mountain ranges, makes the Lower Rhine the ideal destination for sports enthusiasts – particularly cyclists. And many other sports people also have fun ranging “from classical to trendy”.

FROM DISTANT VIEW TO LOCAL RECREATION
more
to see & discover

Lowlands shaped by water
Everybody knows “Father Rhine”. However, the Schwafheimer Meer, an old creek south of Moers, would be new to many visitors. The typical Lower Rhine fen is host to a unique animal and plant world. A tranquil natural trail impressively explains the special features of the habitat “Hochflutrinne” (high tide channel).

The characteristic Kendel and Donken landscape is unique to the Lower Rhine. Kendel are streams and little rivers.

Donken are the usually sandy ridges near shore which rise above the surrounding fen. Shallow, reedy wetland habitats, streams, coppiced willows, heather-covered sands and long poplar avenues are the varied result of this geological rarity in the predominantly agricultural surroundings.

Highlights of the Lower Rhine
Like beautiful views? Anyone who conquers the Geleucht (mining lamp) – a 28 metre high tower with a viewing platform, after a “Gipfelsturz” (climb to the summit) of the Rheinpreussen spoil tip – can look far into the Ruhr region and deep in the Lower Rhine. But not only the impressive panorama view is worthwhile. The landmark is also a cultural highlight and a national tribute to the mining tradition. Furthermore it’s a real eye-catcher day and night. Artist Otto Piene designed the construction as a historic mining lamp, especially for this spoil tip.

The mining lamp is a real eye-catcher day and night (above left). Arctic geese approaching Lower Rhine (left). The Biefang water mill makes a tranquil break for any type of tour (right).

More sport & fitness
Movement from powerful to “moderate”

Pushbike or your own two feet?
Whether pursuing exhausting mountain-biking over the spoil tips or easy cycling along flat routes – more than 2,000 kilometres of perfectly signposted cycle paths and routes, such as the Niederrhein-Route, the Rheinradweg, the Baumkreisroute or the Grafshafter Rad- und Wanderweg for example, form Europe’s densest network of cycle paths.

The central location and the good rail connection make Moers the perfect quarter for day trips and multi-day trips. Hillers will also get their money’s worth. Sign-posted hiking paths and nature trails offer relaxation and interesting insights into flora and fauna. The landscape of the Lower Rhine hiking trail is particularly attractive. Even Europe’s top pilgrimage route, the Road to Santiago, leads directly past Moers castle. Did you know?

Faster people are in good hands with Nordic walking and jogging. Beautiful paths “from short to long” can be found at the Uetelsheim and Schwafheim lakes, at the castle park and theme park, and at the spoil tips.

Additional tips to experience
more

Let’s start at the Schlosspark. The culture island is really part of the old city fortification in the area of the “Reps Kül”. Signs in the area point the way.

During a winter visit you can experience pure nature in the form of thousands of Arctic geese. If you don’t want to miss this superlative spectacle of nature contact NABU – who offer excursions with minimal disturbance to the animals.

Additional tips to experience

Readers will also find everything their heart desires. Various charming riding areas and numerous modern stables are waiting for you!

Cycling is twice as fun when done with like-minded. More than 70 stations between Rhine and Maas participate in the Niederrheinischer Radwanderstag (Lower Rhine cycling-hiking day) always the first Sunday in July. It is a matter of honour for Moers to be one of the organisers.

In Moers you can hire the perfect alternative to your own bike, the equally high-quality and stylish NiederrheinRad.

Friends of noble lawn sports will take delight in the first class golfing opportunities in the nearby surrounding area. There’s a total of three 18-hole and 14 other courses in the Lower Rhine. You can’t get more!

Running fans take note! Whether multi-stage or relay run, half marathon or marathon, the wiré-Städtelauf has something for everyone: walkers, amateur runners or club starters will find the right distance for them on October 3rd (German Unification Day).

Additional tips to experience

MOVEMENT FROM POWERFUL TO “MODERATE”
more

Lowlands shaped by water
Biking, swimming, ball games,... – already guaranteeing holiday fun for many kids. But that’s not all that Moers has to offer for families. For you we have even more up our sleeves!

FAMILY FUN FOR YOUNG AND OLD
more
jamboree for young & old

For you we have even more up our sleeves!

Sunshine and bad weather tips
A special tip is the Grafshafter Musenhof directly near the castle. This medieval play and education city is a child-oriented museum-pedagogical adventure location of the Grafshafter Museum with pottery, house and bakery, stable, shop and city tower with dungeon. The numerous teaching activities include supervision during special hours for parents who would like to do some relaxed shopping. More than 130 well-maintained playgrounds and kick-around areas also guarantee lots of fun in Moers. Here you will notice that kids were consulted in planning. The offers range from a walk-in castle or adventure slides to mud puddles for the little ones – and from climbing garden or street ball and playgrounds to the old days hands on.

Grafshafter museum at the Moers castle. Here “Countess Walburgis” welcomes visitors big and small and guides them (as a projection) through the castle. Or explore the collection of dolls. Interesting is Shaft IV of the Rheinpreussen mine. The machine equipment demonstrates the hard labour of coal mining in the olden days hands on.

“City Moers” – a colourful day in the city
Rail travel is fun. If you choose this mode of transport, you’ll also discover the historic station. We also recommend it to those arriving by car, who will find opportunities to park there and around the old town. Now it’s merely a stone’s throw to the pedestrian zone. Welcome to the heart of Moers! The old town with its picturesque flair welcomes you. Be it Hauptmeile, Altmarkt or side alleys – history meets modern times all around. For in addition to historic surroundings, shops are calling: On Steinstrasse it’s mainly brand name stores and fashion chains, down side streets are the specialist stores. At Neumarkt, fashionistas will find the largest fashion boutique in the Lower Rhine area. For this, if no other reason, Moers is known as a shopping paradise!

By the way, it is prettiest in May, when the cherries blossom. Now head north to the next destination, the Rheinpreussen spoil tip. The view is well worth it! And the walk-through mining lamp, the Geleucht, turns the spoil tip into a total work of art. From here the diversified route leads past the Uettelsheim Lake to the old Rheinpreussen mine. Especially worth seeing are the shaft tower and the winding engine house with its true to the original furnishings and collection. From there you’ll soon return to the station.

If you visit in summer, keep an eye out for the Spelmobil (play mobile). Wherever it goes it brings even more fun to children – driving a moon car, using a bouncy castle or roller track, learning to juggle, and more.

You still have some time left and are interested in other tours? No problem – there are four other bicycle circuits! Whether you choose the “Natur pur” (Simply nature) route with its stations Schwalfheimer Meer or the old water mill, or prefer to cycle the “Wasser- und Schlosstour” (Water and castle tour), or spend time on “Aktiv & gesund” (Active and healthy) or take the “Spurensuche” (On the trail), is entirely up to you. All tour flyers (in German) are available at the city information desk.

Additional tips to experience more

✔ A top address for families is the children and youth festival Penguin’s Days. This event alone, which is held in November and nationally recognized, is worth a visit to Moers, offering over 50 shows, workshops and its own award.

✔ The wide range of facilities for children and youth, such as Ballwerk 107, offers cool variety. Here, there are opportunities to jam, play or just meet up.

✔ If you visit in summer, keep an eye out for the Spelmobil (play mobile). Wherever it goes it brings even more fun to children – driving a moon car, using a bouncy castle or roller track, learning to juggle, and more.

Visiting Moers for a day or the weekend? How nice! But if you’re feeling spoilt for choice, you’ll be happy for a few tips, such as how to arrange a brief highlights tour. Perhaps:

City by bike – The “Around Moers” tour
You’ve got another day? Then we suggest the Bergmannstour (miner’s tour) by bicycle – for instance by “NiederrheinRad” for hire at the station with a quick reservation by internet or telephone. After a short visit to the old town, it continues towards Meerbeck, where you can find a restored coal miners’ settlement true to the original.

Many coppiced willows (bottom) can be found on tours around Moers. Fashionistas gather on Steinstrasse (right). Cycling – national sport of the people from the Lower Rhine (bottom right)
Seeking relaxation, time away from everyday life, or coming to Moers on business travel? You are travelling alone, as a couple or with the family? Whatever the reason for your visit – we can meet your accommodation needs.

The following information should help you with your search.

Staying in Moers

Centrally located, good transport connections or rather on the quiet side – our accommodations at a glance

Room designation:
- EZ: Single room
- DZ: Double room
- MZ: Family room
- A: Apartment
- S: Suite
- W: Flat

Signs or pictographs:
- P: Car park
- D: Dogs permitted
- C: Conference room
- S: Skittles/bowling
- R: Restaurant
- T: TV-room
- B: Bar
- M: Multi-storey car park
- 24: 24-hour reception desk
- G: Garden
- L: Bicycle hire
- F: Lift
- H: Facilities for the disabled
- L: Luggage service
- W: Wellness facilities
- S: Sauna
- F: Fitness room
- N: Convention room

Booking information: Please contact the provider for specific booking requests. The employees of the city information centre will also gladly provide further assistance (contact information see pages 14/15).
INFO & ADDRESSES

What is where?

Moers city information | Hombberger Straße 4 | D-47441 Moers | Tel: +49 (0) 2841-88 22 62 | Fax: +49 (0) 2841-88 22 62 | E-Mail: stadtinformation@moers-marketing.de | www.moers.de

Page 3–5, information “discover & experience more”

Felle Museum
Am Jungbornpark, D-47445 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 71473, online: www.felkeverein.de
(Limited opening hours, reservations recommended)

Galerie Peschkenhaus
Meerstraße 1, D-47441 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 9955154, online: www.peschkenhaus.de

Moerser Schloss / Grafschafter Museum (castle)
Kastell 9, D-47441 Moers, Tel. +49 (0)2841/881510
Online: www.grafschafter-museum.de

Orange Order Route
Online: www.varianieroute.de

Schlosstheater
Kastell 6, D-47441 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 8834-100, www.schlosstheater-moers.de
(venues vary, please enquire in advance)

Tummmuseum
Lintforter Str. 144, D-47445 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 71333, online: www.tummmuseum.de
(Four weeks and during events)

Zeche Rheinpreussen (Industrial monument of Rheinpreussen coal mine)
Franz-Haniel-Straße 18, D-47443 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 28094, online: www.moers.de
(Limited opening hours for the exhibits)

Page 7, information “more culture & entertainment”

Marsinstift
Filder Straße 126, D-47447 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 8834-100, www.schlosstheater-moers.de
(venues vary, please enquire in advance)

Notes about events see opposite page 15

Page 8, information “more to see & discover”

Aktionsbündnis “Good things from the Lower Rhine”
Online: www.gutes-vom-niederrhein.de

Old town (shops/gastronomy)
Online: www.moers-altstadt.de

Diskothek PM,
Franz-Haniel-Straße 18, D-47443 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 3683016, online: www.pm-disco.de

Weinbergschneckenzucht (vineyard snail farm)
Kohlenhuckter Weg 207
D-47445 Moers, Tel. +49 (0)2841/780986
Online: www.grafschafter-weinbergschneckenzucht.de

Page 9, information “more sport & fitness”

Eisport und Fitness
Filder Straße 140, D-47441 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 28094, online: www.moers.de
(Limited opening hours, reservations recommended)

Diskothek PM,
Franz-Haniel-Straße 18, D-47443 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 28094, online: www.moers.de

Wassermühle Biefang (Biefang water mill)
Homberger Straße 207
D-47441 Moers, Tel. +49 (0)2841/71473
Online: www.felkeverein.de

Wassermühle Biefang (Biefang water mill)
Venloer Straße 40, D-47441 Moers
Online: www.moers.de

Page 10, information “more jamboree for young & old”

Bolwerk 107
Homberger Straße 107, D-47441 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/169257-0, online: www.bolwerk107.de

Eissportmittel (ice rink)
Filder Straße 140, D-47441 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/ 28094, online: www.moers.de

Field of view also available from tourist information and
online: www.radroutenplaner.nrw.de

Niederrheinische Berg- und Wanderfreunde
www.niederrheinische-berg-und-wanderfreunde.de

Solimare
Filder Straße 140, D-47441 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/29999
Online: www.badespassimmoers.de

Parks

Zeche Rheinpreussen (Industrial monument of Rheinpreussen coal mine)
Franz-Haniel-Straße 18, D-47443 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/28094, online: www.moers.de
(Limited opening hours for the exhibit)

More information about the Lower Rhine surrounding area also available from the branch office of the Landschaftspark Niederrhein
c/o Stadt Moers
Rathausplatz 1, D-47441 Moers
Tel. +49 (0)2841/201-277
www.landschaftspark-niederrhein.com

Just for you, again the key events:

City festival
“Moerser Frühling”
| annually in spring |
| information at www.moers.de |

Moers Festival
| annually in summer |
| information at www.moers-festival.de |

Parkfest
| every other year (odd years) in summer |
| information at www.moers.de |

Comedy Arts Festival
| during summer holidays |
| information at www.comedyarts.de |

Freifall Festival
| early September |
| information at www.freifallfestival.de |

Moers Kirmes
| annually on the first weekend in September |
| information at www.moerserkimes.de |

Free ballons festival
| annually in mid-September |
| information at www.moersballonfestival.de |

City festival
“Moerser Herbst”
| annually in autumn |
| information at www.moers.de |

Christmas market
| annually during advent starting at the end of November |
| information at www.moers.de |

Moers flea markets
| four times a year from spring to autumn |
| information and reservations (dealers) at www.moers.de |
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